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 Ed Dowd Drops Bombshell Data:
Hematological (Blood-Related) Claims Up 522%
Above Trend in 2022
“The trends were stable — and then this exploded.”
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“We were looking for data like this, and we found it in the UK Personal Independence
[Payment] (PIP) system,” announced former Blackrock portfolio asset manager Edward
Dowd (@DowdEdward) on the Dr. Drew show. “We need the help of the medical
community and the regulators to explain what's going on because it's alarming.”

“And you can see, I'll point out hematological (blood-related) … that's up 522% in 2022.
And I want to say this is versus trend. It's not versus 2021 or 2020. It's versus a trend
that we analyzed from 2016 to 2019. So it's a percent increase over trend. And the
trends were stable — and then this exploded.”

“And you can see, if you look at this chart, [increased claims in] different body systems
started off slowly in 2020, picked up speed in 21, and just exploded in 2022. So
something is going on that is detrimental to the population of the UK,” he concluded.

Hematological - up 522%

Auditory - up 121%

Cardiovascular - up 121%

Dermatological - up 138%

Endocrine, metabolic, and thermoregulation - up 156%

Gastrointestinal - up 145%

Genito-urinary - up 143%

Immune - up 115%

Musculoskeletal - up 93%

Neurological - up 107%

Oncology - up 35%

Psychiatric - up 124%

Respiratory - up 93%

Visual - up 80%

“These numbers are just crazy percentage-wise,” Dowd remarked.

Image via Wikipedia.

Dowd explained how a three-standard deviation happens 0.3% of the time. “In Wall
Street, that’s a big deal.” “Sometimes we see extreme six-standard deviation events,
and that’s kooky,” he added. But alarmingly, the increase in hematological (blood-
related) claims equates to a 61 standard deviation. “That’s like the probability of a
black hole appearing near the earth, and we get sucked in in two years. It’s not
something that is likely to occur mistakenly,” Dowd remarked.

Dowd ended by commenting, “61 standard deviations is lights out, black swan event,
something’s gone off the rails. It’s so many zeros and so unlikely to happen by accident
that it has to be explained. And that’s what we’re calling on the medical community to
explain this. That’s it.”

The full interview between Doctors Drew Pinsky, Kelly Victory, and former Blackrock
portfolio manager Ed Dowd is available in the video below:

If you found this piece to hold valuable information, please help me spread the word
by sharing this post. And to stay informed with more newsworthy clips, make sure you
subscribe to this Substack page.
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Dowd then presented a slide showing yearly PIP clearances (payments)
by body system, using different metrics for 2020, 2021, and 2022.

Dowd continued to explain the chart in more detail.

Here are some of the worrisome numbers of increased claims above
trend in 2022:

“We can convert these things to what’s called Z scores or standard
deviations.”
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Trying hard Jul 18 Liked by The Vigilant Fox

Yes, God Bless Ed Dowd and the other brave, smart heros all coming to similar conclusions while

coming from entirely different directions. Thanks, yet so frightening. Mark me as one of the

cardiovascular victims. Myocarditis Feb 2021 from first Moderna. Heart damage still present 2.5

years later sadly.

LIKE (108) REPLY (7)

The Vigilant Fox Jul 18 Author

Agreed. God bless Ed. He's using his top-tier data analyst skills to benefit humanity.

LIKE (80) REPLY (1)

Xabier Jul 19

But will it?

We can certainly share this solid data, and perhaps help more people to say No! to future

pseudo-vaccines, widening the opposition to these monstrous policies; but it still leaves

us with the problem of a solid brick-wall of denial from ALL the authorities, the majority of

medical professionals, even health charities and professional bodies, all abetted by

immovable MSM censorship.

And here in the UK construction is proceeding of a vaxx mega-factory, which will churn

out 220m doses of mRNA vaxxes per annum from 2024.

I am not being defeatist by any means, but it is not encouraging.

Medical consultants here, by the way are taking some public action: striking for even

higher pay, not to draw attention to all the injured whom they must be seeing in

consultations in large numbers! Really quite a disgusting situation.
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Writes Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Jul 19

We all know Ed is telling the truth and is screaming from the top of his lungs about

what this data is telling (smart) people. But, we also probably all know .... this doesn't

even matter. As you say, nothing matters until the official sources say it matters. And

they're NOT going to say this ... for obvious reasons (they all went "all in" on the

narrative and don't want to be humiliated or get strung up in any Nuremberg 2.0

trials).

The real story is how 100-percent of the supposedly "truth-seeking" institutions are

100-percent captured. This means 100 percent of the people who could expose this

story ... will not.
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aux playing@radio phanærozoic Jul 20

"The real story is how 100-percent of the supposedly "truth-seeking"

institutions are 100-percent captured."

How?! It was never "captured," I come across this question so often, but it's the

wrong thing to ask. The institutions were always malevolently corrupt! If there

have been good. conscientious people working in them doing good work, they

were unwittingly part of the deception, because the institutions must represent

themselves well in order to win the approval of the people and to sustain the

deception. I've said this in my comments multiple times previously but in

reference to the government and the bureaucracy. I'm afraid that some key

details you think you knew about the world's institutions (government, business,

finance, religion, medicine, etc.) were wrong. It's difficult to see and even harder

to accept - because your life is so heavily invested in it all - that the government,

the institutions, the establishment, and indeed the entire nation, are all elaborate

deceptions. They were never intended, as we believe in our naiveté, for the

purpose of doing the most good for the most people. To quote Francis Richard

Conolly, everything is a rich man's trick. The rich men of today, as those of

history before them, are the principal, if not sole recipients of the benefit of all

this chicanery. Our toil, our sacrifice, our industry and imagination and art and

charity, have all enriched them and propelled them beyond us. Remember this

when you pay your taxes! If you have gained anything for yourself in all of this -

your career, some financial rewards, some idea of a reasonably stable system

into which to propagate a family - that was merely a means to their ends.

They've needed us in the past, but now they have little further need for us, so

this is what is happening to us.

No, the real story is what are you/we now going to do about it?
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Writes Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Jul 20 · edited Jul 20

Answer: Expose it. Or try to ... which is what I've been trying to do as a

writer/journalist for the past 40 months.

If you think the word "captured" is not descriptive of these institutions,

provide another word. Whatever word we use, I think we agree all these

institutions are corrupt and should not be trusted .... and a great purge

needs to happen ... or people need to recognize all these organizations are

evil and not serving society well.

The "deceptions" you reference need to be expose.d Re-stated: The

masses need to recognize that they are, in fact, being "deceived." That's

Step 1 to possible positive change.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2)

Jacktheglide Jul 22

Exactly! Well said truth. 

🤨

LIKE (2) REPLY

aux playing@radio phanærozoic Jul 20

I applaud you and your efforts. I have great appreciation for you, and

those who like you have conducted yourselves with integrity and have

shown courage when the personal consequences could be so great.

But I won't take back my statement. While we, or most of us still

believe in the system, or we may hope that it may somehow, someday

be rehabilitated after we've identified and punished those whom we

have pinned-down as the culprits, we're on a hiding to nothing.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Writes Bill Rice, Jr. Bill Rice Jr.'s Newsletter Jul 26

Maybe. But if we don't fight the Bad Guys, the Bad Guys will

definitely win. So why not try to fight them?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Melissa T Jul 22

Praying for Nuremberg Trials 2.0 N maybe ppl should of done their research bf

taking the devil jab!
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Lioness3* Jul 18

Wishing you well on your journey.
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Susan sullivan Jul 22

It’s all of our journey
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Trying hard Jul 19

Thank you Lioness.
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Trying hard Jul 19

I want to thank each of you for your kind words. I was very leery about these

experimental injections with no long-term studies and fuzzy ingredients. Even their

inflated predicted death rate seemed much like flu. Why the crisis and suspension of

life? In 2020, I had read every paper I could find about the experimental mRNA

Concoctions and understood that basically all the weasels died and they had still not

worked out the kinks. My dilemma was my then 95 year old mother Had been stuck in

her nursing home room for a year of window visits. These were inhumane. The

nursing home announced in February of 2021 that in-person visits would be allowed

only to people who had the vaccine. I felt I had no choice. I will say that as soon as I

discovered the FLCCC protocols 3 months later, I not only went on them ( and 79 yo

husband) but I put my mother and her sitter on once a week FLCCC prophylaxis. Over

the next year and a half we watched over 300+ covid cases in her nursing home.

Cases all around her and in the staff also. but I'm pleased to say my mother and her

sitter stayed completely healthy. I still have a hard time believing the 3 letter agencies

and our government and MOST medical personnel censored prophylaxis, and early

treatment. And pushed remdesiver, ventilators and dangerous injections. In my mind

this is right up there with the holocaust in tragedy and scope. Ironically at the time I

obtained the iver and hydroxy..quine from a relative in Honduras. Honduras was using

a similar protocol to flccc from the beginning. If someone got sick down there, their

public health would give the entire family the correct preventive and early treatment

meds. Yet up here we were told to wait until our lips were blue and then go to the

hospital to die. Insane

LIKE (16) REPLY (3)

usernameunavailable Jul 20

A similar situation in my family too. You did what you we forced to do in order to

see your mom. No shame in that AND you were able to help her and her sister. I

wish you healing and health.
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wilson Jul 19 · edited Jul 19

not insane at all to the psychopaths, useful tools and dupes who are doing this.

They want to kill as many people as possible. Until people understand this once

and for all, they will keep killing.

LIKE (4) REPLY

Janet Jul 26

My friend was not allowed even window visits of her 98 yr old mother. She and

her sisters were ordered off the property. Insane evil. You saved lives!! Bless

you.
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Trying hard Jul 26

That is tragic and cruel to both mother and daughters. I am so sorry. How

many millions of times was this travesty repeated? How many lonely

deaths? I was lucky because Mom's facility was 1 story and her room

accessible ( through a bush which i ultimately flattened!) Did their mother

live to the time they were allowed in, I hope?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Janet Jul 26

Yes, she did. She made it to over 100 and died with her family around

her. This horror of people left alone to slowly die without anyone is truly

an evil that MUST be punished in some way, but God was watching.
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Writes Azra Dale All that has been hidden will b… Jul 18

I am so very sorry to hear that you have suffered, been damaged by the toxic jab. May you be

healed one day soon. 

🙏
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Trying hard Jul 19

Thank you Azra. Adjusting and forging ahead anyway
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Writes Azra Dale All that has been hidden will b… Jul 21

Bless you. My heart goes out to you as you forge gently along your healing journey.
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Derek Curtis Jul 18

For what it's worth, I'm sorry to hear you have suffered from their experiment. Have you you

tried using the help and advice on flccc.net for help with the adverse effects of this crime

against humanity ?
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Trying hard Jul 19

Thank you Derek, I discovered the brave FLCCC docs 3 months ( June 2021) after that jab

and have followed and supported them ever since. Unfortunately my heart damage is

permanent but their information has been lifesaving to so many. I live busy life normally,

just slower. I follow and do their protocols to this day and share with whomever is open.
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Jerms 9654 Jul 19

I hope you heal as well and fast as possible. God bless.
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Janet Jul 26

🙏 🙏 🙏
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Belinda Jul 19

May God Bless you

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Trying hard Jul 19

Thanks Belinda, God bless you and us all! Especially rhe warriors on the front lines of

medical freedom and common sense
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Sammy Jul 19

I will pray for you
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Susan sullivan Jul 22

Me2 

🙌
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Writes Uri Weiss Uri’s Newsletter Jul 22

Hope you have a speedy recovery 

🙏

 never in the history of mankind, were those who forced

medical experimentation on their fellow men, the good guys...This should be enough for

anyone to make a decision.
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Seeking Truth! Jul 19

I am so sorry you’re going through this. It should have never happened.
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Must watch Jul 18

It’s called a MASS EXTINCTION event! Most will be long gone before they figure out they’ve been

slow murdered.
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Writes Nurse Ryan Nurse’s Substack Jul 18

When a bubble headed Manchurian VP blurts out “reduce the population”…She wasn’t lying.

The Government wants us dead and enslaved. Lord Christ is truly our only hope. However, I’m

not and never will be in taking a knee for the globalists. As far as “ABBA” goes; ncswic. No

matter what the evil is in DC they cannot change what God has ordained!
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Seeking Truth! Jul 19

Exactly! Jesus is our only hope!
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Susan sullivan Jul 22

Amen
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Writes Chad Brown Chad’s Unconventional Ideas New… Jul 18

Mass extinction is most of life. This is humans
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Patricia Phillips Jul 18

80% reduction in populations is what WEF is going for. Some lots of C19 shots were more

poisonous than others. Take a guess as to where the most deadly shots were sent. Red

states. And they did not mandate shots for immigrants. Yet they say the rights claim of

the "replacement theory" is conspiracy.
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Derek Curtis Jul 18

Our planet, and all the life on it, depend and thrive because of the abundance of Co2 .
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Constance Kroos Jul 18

Unfortunately this is true

LIKE (5) REPLY

Susan sullivan Jul 22 · edited Jul 22

Heartbreaking, but true

LIKE REPLY

Justin St. Germain Jul 18

And the Ostrich Effect will take hold; when a thing is so unthinkably unbelievable so as to cause a

visceral/psychological/mental trauma reaction, the best course is to pretend it never happened.....
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Linda Jul 18

Providing solutions (even if only partial) is what is needed to prevent this. Or else it will most

definitely happen. Curcumin, melatonin, nattokinase, high dose C (preferably liposomal), B

complex every day, kaolin clay, filter the shit out of your tap water and FIND A WAY TO TAKE

DOWN the 5G signal towers...
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Me Mcc Jul 18

And stop the spraying.

LIKE (13) REPLY (1)

Kelliann Jul 25

Yes!!!!

LIKE REPLY

Me Mcc Jul 18

Right - head in the sand while the lions circle deciding which piece of meat they want to

devour.
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Writes Bacca400 Science News Jul 18

I agree. This is how people have reacted for 700+ years. It's even documented in the Black

Plague of 1340s in Europe, especially among the politicians.
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Belinda Jul 19

Yes, but it did and it is 

💕

LIKE (1) REPLY

Alice Despard Jul 18
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I had a talk with my hematologist from Yale today for the first time in 3 years since I was in hospital

with a hematological disorder. I made a point to ask him if he had seen a jump in my particular

blood disorder in his practice recently. He said no, there was a drop in 2020 which he attributed to

patients staying away in the early pandemic days. He didn’t have a response to me for 2021-2022,

however. I told him I was glad I had avoided the injection since my research indicated a high

incidence of blood clotting disorders due to the shot and that I had no intention of putting myself at

risk. No comment from the good doctor. He probably has decided to stay mum on all matters vaxx

to protect his practice. Just my guess.

LIKE (44) REPLY (9)

Dee Jul 19

My grown son has for years been in partial remission from an extremely rare blood disorder -

no symptoms, no medication, only a specific blood test shows he still “has” it. During the delta

wave, my son got paranoid about covid after his friend got it and was sick for a week (sounded

like the bad flu I had in 1983) and asked his Mayo hematologist if he should get the covid shot.

That hematologist wanted to jab him right there and then. Since when does a hematologist

give vaccines? The hematologist told him if he got covid, he’d end up worse and needing one

of the only two, hugely expensive medications, for the condition (both come with a black box

warning). I found reports in VAERS of people with the same condition having adverse reactions

from the jab where they got worse. Fortunately, my son listened to me and didn’t get the

poison jab.

LIKE (30) REPLY (2)

Justin St. Germain Jul 19

Great job mom! Some things can’t be taken back; you may have saved his life.

LIKE (13) REPLY

Seeking Truth! Jul 19

Wow! That took courage!

And look at the lies that doctor told-they had no idea is the experimental gene therapy jab

was worse than the actual virus!

LIKE (10) REPLY (1)

Janet Jul 26

My functional doc told me I probably knew more about the jab then she did.

LIKE REPLY

Belinda Jul 19

A silent coward is a coward

LIKE (30) REPLY

Marcia K. Jul 18

Find a new doctor.

LIKE (24) REPLY (2)

bvd9701 Jul 18

One who doesn’t LIE TO PATIENTS to protect his unjustifiable income stream exploiting

sick people.

LIKE (20) REPLY

Betsy Jul 19

Amen!! Quickly!

LIKE (1) REPLY

NJ Election Advisor Jul 19

All doctors had to take the jabs as a condition of accepting Medicaid

Almost all doctors are captured

LIKE (11) REPLY (2)

Joel Underwood, MD Jul 19

Not All.

LIKE (7) REPLY

Alice Despard Jul 19 · edited Jul 19

I also think that most people in the blue state of Connecticut near Yale, being desirable

liberals, received the saline jab as I have not heard of many adverse events except those

who got the boosters, so this doc and his patients may indeed not be be much impacted

by the MRNA jab. It’s hard not to become totally paranoid. No,I don’t trust any of my

doctors, but I can’t see finding any that I might trust by looking around. The devils you

know…

LIKE (6) REPLY

Betsy Jul 19

Typical from Yale physicians!! They've been browbeaten into silence. Get out of the Yale

system with haste.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1)

Alice Despard Jul 19

That is tough because Yale is the only hospital within 100 miles that can offer treatment

for this disorder: plasmapheresis. Not that I could trust the plasma supply at this point

anyway. I’ll just stay informed and pray that my remission holds out

LIKE (7) REPLY

Ted Jul 25

"No comment from the good doctor. He probably has decided to stay mum on all matters vaxx

to protect his practice. Just my guess."

Good guess.

When we review what happens to any practitioner that is caught expressing their honest

medical opinion, we do well to remember that a doctor who loses their practice and license

cannot do anything to help patients or assist in exposing malpractice that they observe from

their insider's vantage point.

There were plenty that, laboring from within what is a pretty insular environment, initially

accepted what was being spewed from the "public health" criminals, but began to question it

when their own experience told them that things weren't adding up.

It's natural to expect those with integrity to step forward, but how many more doctors can we

afford to lose?

Sure, many or most may be complicit, but we don't KNOW the percentages. What we know is

that the voices of a relatively small number have been amplified with endless, propagandistic

repetition of an official narrative. I've found myself pleasantly surprised to be the recipient of

confidences that strongly suggest a greater percentage of practitioners than i'd have guessed,

caught on to the deception pretty quickly after it began.

They knew that their patients still needed them and they also knew the methods of those

promulgating the narrative. As far as those shouting "cowards!" goes, yeah, they have a point.

on the other hand, sickness and death from causes other than the injections are a constant,

and we already had a shortage of medical practitioners before the injectors made it even

worse.

There is zero protection for medical whistleblowers. We're all admiring and grateful to those

who have made tremendous sacrifices revealing facts, and we need to do all we can to assist

them in surviving the attacks on their livelihood, until they are fully vindicated.

There is and will be a role for all of those others that are presently working to help people with

the rest of what ails 'em.

As for those who knowingly engineered all of this; no amnesty.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Alice Despard Jul 25

Thank-you, Ted, for a very circumspect and thoughtful post. You address the situation

from another ethical perspective and that opens up other possibilities. I am always looking

for the compassionate angle on these difficult moral battlegrounds. I think it is helpful for

all parties to do so in order to keep our sense of humanity first and foremost. There is

going to be a huge wave of anger unfolding over the democide, and I hope to remain as

cool and objective as possible during this time of turmoil, since I have the advantage of

having seen the deception from the beginning. If we can discern carefully, hopefully there

WILL be justice. You put it well: "As for those who knowingly engineered all of this; no

amnesty." Righteous anger is justified.

LIKE (2) REPLY

wilson Jul 19

that and he is a moral coward. Or maybe he has always been morally bankrupt and this is the

first time you've seen what he really is.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Kelliann Jul 25

They won't talk. I've tried with "physicians" I work with. It's amazingly scary.

LIKE REPLY

Yal NA Jul 19

'GOOD' doctor? I think not!

LIKE REPLY

Tershia Lambrechts Jul 18

You will not get the truth from the pro-vaccine medical community - the rest stay mum for fear of

losing their jobs, or, as in Canada, being fired and having their medical licenses revoked by the

Marxist governments - Federal and Provincial.

LIKE (22) REPLY

Writes Tim Holt Tim’s Substack Jul 18

Let’s call it by its name .....MURDER..

LIKE (21) REPLY (1)

wilson Jul 19

murder by genocide/democide.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Daniela Rinard Jul 18

God bless you, Ed 

🙏

LIKE (21) REPLY

Peace Jul 18

Do Pfizer or Moderna already have some new drugs in the pipeline to "help" with blood disorders?

I'll bet the answer is yes!

LIKE (20) REPLY

Legallady4 Jul 18

Ed exemplifies the power of one (for good). It’s astonishing how many have utilized their genius for

the goodness of humanity...Pierre Kory, Paul Marik among them.

How can data like this be ignored?

LIKE (16) REPLY

Me Mcc Jul 18

Look at the area that has the HIGHEST gains in the market right now - healthcare. Look at the

number of CONGRESS members who have an interest in this area. Look at the next area of interest

- ENERGY - look at the number of CONGRESS members who have an interest in this area. Any

questions?

LIKE (14) REPLY

BlazeCloude3 Jul 18

Dr. Ana Milhacea found here in Substack HAS THE ANSWERS.

Govt. is enemy of 'The People' and is NOT TO BE TRUSTED.

Pretty certain to have UNSUBSCRIBED FROM THIS Ai GENERATED ACCT.

LIKE (14) REPLY (1)

Lioness3* Jul 18

Love Dr. Ana.

LIKE (5) REPLY

Writes Jimychanga Smurfing the New Normal Jul 18

Former Top Blackrock Fund manager Dowd explains how a three-standard deviation happens 0.3%

of the time. “In Wall Street, that’s a big deal.” “Sometimes we see extreme six-standard deviation

events, and that’s kooky,” he added. But alarmingly, the increase in hematological (blood-related)

claims equates to a 61 standard deviation. “That’s like the probability of a black hole appearing

near the earth, and we get sucked in in two years. It’s not something that is likely to occur

mistakenly,” Dowd remarked

LIKE (12) REPLY

Writes The Science Analyst The Science Analyst Jul 18

The majority of blood tests were already showing elevated D-dimer. And immune cell problems.

The spike-proteins causes both problems. The mRNA causes both problems.

Full overview: https://thescienceanalyst.substack.com/p/the-experimental-injections-are-not

LIKE (11) REPLY (1)

Me Mcc Jul 18

Deployment of 5G (including GIVING AWAY new cell phones), geoengineering and spraying

our skies and a deployment of untested and known (all animals in the tests died before) deadly

mRNA jabs - what could go wrong?

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

Writes Bacca400 Science News Jul 18

I've never heard of free cell phones or cell phone plans in the US except for the

Obamaphone for the poor. And I wouldn't qualify for that. But maybe the poor are main

targets because they use the most social program resources and social programs are

completely unsustainable and slowly falling apart.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Percival Blakeney Jul 19

It does not, but you must abandon the presumption of innocence and requirement of

mens rea to punish them. That’s a dangerous step to take.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Floundering Female Floundering’s Substack Jul 18

Well I was diagnosed with chronic lymphocytic leukemia in 2021. I refused to have the shots. I

finished treatment and I am now in remission. My gut told me to steer clear. I wouldn't have

survived I am sure

LIKE (10) REPLY

Justin St. Germain Jul 18

The 5G situation is a big threat. Agreed. Action plans are difficult when most see it as an

“entertainment pipe” and not a surveillance/control platform.

LIKE (9) REPLY (1)

Writes Bacca400 Science News Jul 18

Direct 5g or a carrier wave might be responsible for self-assembling graphene into graphene

clots in the blood stream. More info and studies here: https://wordsalad.info/tag-

selfassembly.html

LIKE (4) REPLY

Writes Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal Jul 18

.

You Hear

All Of This Talk Of Died Suddenly.

I Don't Buy It.

They Didn't So Much "Die Suddenly".

They Were Eliminated.

.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Nelson Steele Jul 21

suicided by globalists.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Percival Blakeney Jul 18

Data analysis is frustrating. A good analyst can detect when data have been acted on by an outside

force, but it can’t provide a witness of the wrongdoing, or a victim list, or the perpetrators. No one

saw anything, we just know it happened.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1)

Derek Curtis Jul 18

It doesn't take a rocket scientist, or a data analysist, to know who the guilty are.

LIKE (8) REPLY

Mckeekitty Jul 19 · edited Jul 19

My jabbed friends no longer try to persuade me to take the rat juice. I would say that is in the

ballpark of a 73 standard deviation.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

Rat juice! 

🤣

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes DrLatusDextro Loitering On The Edge Jul 18

Since most of what may once have been hopefully referred to the "medical community" are absent

without leave, the rest of the sheeple dozing their way to oblivion will continue to do just that.

Those adequately awake will know exactly what is unfolding. There are no longer any surprises.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22 · edited Jul 22

This is a good point, if people are told that they are being exterminated (by their government)

by a doctor, they listen.

Some guy buying potatoes next to them in the store, not so much.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Kelliann Jul 25

I have tried to tell people in line for the shots at CVS last year. A mother with her young

teen were in line. Did not listen to the crazy lady (me).

LIKE REPLY

Me Mcc Jul 18

So the spraying in the skies, the releasing of a bioweapon and the deployment of 1000s of satellites

and 5G... what could go wrong?

LIKE (5) REPLY (1)

Kelliann Jul 25

I here ya. Everyday spray here in midwest

LIKE REPLY

John Jul 18

Two tier justice system. If you made up a concoction in your kitchen in 2020 that did a tenth of this

damage to people you would have been locked up three years ago so how come the CEOs of these

companies haven't been?

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

This is what I’ve been saying for a while now. If I went out in an ice cream van and sold (or

gave) ice creams to people (including kids) which contained lethal or damaging ingredients,

and it was uncovered, I’d be pounced upon and dragged through the courts immediately. I’d

see the rest of my days in a cell. The government, pharmaceutical and ‘healthcare’ sectors do

the same thing virtually with gay abandon.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Vortac Jul 18

History shows that mass murder on this scale is always driven by some kind of hateful ideology.

Sure, some people have profited from this, just as some people profited from Holocaust. But the

decision to go ahead and commit such crimes was ideological.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

Bizarrely, the creators of this death cult own around 99% of all the wealth and land in the

world. They are too selfish and fucked up to accept that the rest of us have access to the

remaining 1%.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Writes Jonathan Reece What Do I No? Jul 18

A subtlety that you may like to appreciate is that while while the probability of something occurring

outside the (e.g.) 3 sigma range is indeed 0.27%, this includes above AND below (on the right and

left on the Normal distribution graph). But if you are interested in just one direction it is therefore

half this.

E.g. with IQ the average is 100, and standard deviation is defined as 15: so 3 X SD is 45. So above

145 PLUS below 55 comprises 0.27%. The population MORE intelligent than 145 is 0.135%.

Here we are only interested in the INCREASE in (e.g.) haematological events.

This is, admittedly, insignificant compared to the main point, that the row of zeros gets longer VERY

quickly as one increases the number of SDs!

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

John Jul 18

Half a black hole is just as dangerous as a whole black hole. Not that black holes actually exist

of course.

LIKE (3) REPLY

Thomas Marsh Jul 18

And the protectors of patients....aka physicians...have for the most part remained SILENT. Some

example they are to up and coming medical students...our future doctors??!! They will be so woked

and manipulated you may not get a truthful thing out of them.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Kelliann Jul 25

They follow algorithms. Right on their laptops. You tell them your symptoms and they get what

meds to give, right on the screen. I worked there

LIKE REPLY

Bitterroot Services Jul 18

Don't go to any Doctors for the answers. Don't go to the "Science" (ouchi Fauci). Don't go to most

Politicians for the answer, the Dems are still looking for their 4 cell flashlights to see if they can find

their own rear ends.

As I am Sure Ed Dowd would agree, the answer is right in front of everyone's nose! Clot Shot!!!

LIKE (4) REPLY

Alice P. Liddell Jul 18

Detailed analysis of excess deaths by Dr. Denis Rancourt.

Dr. Denis Rancourt Unveiling All-Cause Mortality: A Critical Analysis of the Pandemic Declaration

and Vaccination Rollout | Ottawa Day One | NCI

https://rumble.com/v2ohtte-physicist-dr-denis-rancourt-presents-his-findings-on-all-cause-

mortality-ot.html

LIKE (4) REPLY

KFrancs Jul 18

This is horrific

LIKE (4) REPLY

Mckeekitty Jul 19

Employee shortage? Notice how AI is advancing?

They want us DEAD!

LIKE (3) REPLY

Unjabbed Oregonlady Jul 18

Where can we find this whole interview?

LIKE (3) REPLY (2)

Unjabbed Oregonlady Jul 18

Found it

https://rumble.com/v30rc7a-ed-dowd-reveals-new-bombshell-data-that-looks-like-a-cover-

up-w-dr.-kelly-v.html

LIKE (14) REPLY (1)

Lioness3* Jul 18

Thank you!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Colleen Larson Jul 18

I'm here too - and pureblood. Kudos.

LIKE REPLY

Jeffrey Kuntze Jul 18

What is this PIP system similar to in the US? Disability payments of some sort?

LIKE (2) REPLY (1)

Writes Maria Romana Maria Romana's Liberty & Logic Jul 18

Yes, exactly. He has more at his website, PhinanceTechnologies.com .

LIKE (2) REPLY

Writes Nurse Ryan Nurse’s Substack Jul 18

Thank you for your work

LIKE (2) REPLY

RDP Jul 20

What are the odds the medical community accepts unconditionally that the jabs did this? Sigma

100 event?

LIKE (1) REPLY

Laura Jul 19

Thanks, I love Ed Dowd.

✝ 🇺🇸

LIKE (1) REPLY

Gwyneth Cann Jul 19

And will anyone in the main media, medical system, government, etc. point to the elephant in the

room? It's a wonder that the insurance companies aren't screaming their heads off as this "Black

Swan Event" must be eroding most of their profits.

LIKE (1) REPLY (2)

Brent Rice Jul 22

Gotta wonder if insurance companies being compensated for losses somehow.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

Probably this. The cabal seems to be able to magic money out of nowhere if it furthers the

agenda. In the UK there were countless billions wasted on unnecessary PPE, advertising

everywhere, contracts for this, that and the other, test & trace, eat out to help out,

furlough, the list goes on.

The Bank of International Settlements appears to be the driver behind even the WEF, IMF,

WHO, UN, Royals etc in driving this forward, I’m sure there’s a kitty to placate any

potentially dissenting voices, no matter what industry they arise from.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Unapologetically Me Just Another Canadian Dissident. Jul 19

"And will anyone in the main media, medical system, government, etc. point to the elephant in

the room?"

No.

LIKE REPLY

Betsy Jul 19

Two words......the vax!!!

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Yal NA Jul 19

As Biden would say: 3 words, the vax....

LIKE (3) REPLY

Wiley Wonker Jul 18 · edited Jul 18

It's actually Personal Independance Payment. Not Pension

And you get reviewed every 3 years I believe

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

As used to be, 3 years to practice your limp, and pained facial expressions 

😆

LIKE REPLY

Andy Boddington Jul 18

Ed Dowd... I live on a busy road which is a major route to the hospital approx 15 miles away. I have

noticed the frequency of ambulances. It is rare to get more than a mile ftom home without seeing

an ambulance. Last Saturday midday, i went to town and back and saw 7 ambulances. Although I

think the frequency is getting less some days and others it seems worse. For example on Monday i

went to town and only saw 2 on the way home - I did wonder if it was because the ambilances were

all queued up waiting to offload at the hospital - this is s thing that happens. Must be some good

data in tyres used by ambulance service and mileages etc

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes James Kringlee On The Path Jul 18

A combined, 2 front, multiple infection, multiple injection, Democratic Freedom killing,

depopulation, stealth bioweapon attack.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Skip Bunn Jul 18

Thanks again Ed. Great information!

LIKE (1) REPLY

Jillian Stirling Jul 18

Wow! You can see this all around with the amount of sickness people are experiencing.

LIKE (1) REPLY

Writes Tershia Tershia’s Substack Jul 25

Covid jab is the gift that keeps on giving - there is no expiry date.

LIKE REPLY

MAGA_From_Heaven Jul 24

This means it's working... soon the jabbed will never get COVID again!

LIKE REPLY

Writes The Nobody Who Knows EveryBody Covid19 Saving the Next Generat… Jul 23

Be worth including in the substack a simple link under/with the word(s) related to Hematological:

https://www.hematology.org/education/patients/blood-disorders

Hematology is the study of blood in health and disease. It includes problems with the red blood

cells, white blood cells, platelets, blood vessels, bone marrow, lymph nodes, spleen, and the

proteins involved in bleeding and clotting (hemostasis and thrombosis). A hematologist is a medical

doctor who applies this specialized knowledge to treat patients with blood conditions.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Edward Flynn Edward’s Newsletter Jul 22

Ed can you associate these breakaway data with truncated lifespans ... I mean data, not just

conceptually. A question that has loomed all along has been the long term fate of those who took

the vaccines and said “Hey, I’m fine!” At first.

Some of those who are aware of the destructive effects of the native spike proteins and LNPs have

been working with repurposed drugs, fasting, etc., to clear this junk from their bodies.

What about everyone else? What is the population reduction effect?

LIKE REPLY

Neo Jul 22

Seems like a smoking gun to me, but they will probably blame global warming...

LIKE REPLY

Writes Uri Weiss Uri’s Newsletter Jul 22

Indeed Ed Dowd is one of a kind. This kind of reporting should happen in every country.

LIKE REPLY

Nelson Steele Jul 21

These vaxxed sheeple are bleeding from the inside, being cut up by graphene nano-particles.

LIKE REPLY

Anders Vinther Jul 21

Isn’t it not just long-covid?

LIKE REPLY (1)

Nelson Steele Jul 21

long covid == vaccine injured

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Anders Vinther Jul 21

No, long covid originates from covid infection. Vaccine injuries come from the vaccine.

LIKE REPLY (1)

Nelson Steele Jul 21

show me an unvaccinated person suffering from "long covid"... none exist.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Anders Vinther Jul 21

https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2022/10/long-covid-appears-to-

have-led-to-a-surge-of-the-disabled-in-the-workplace/

LIKE REPLY (1)

Stevechase Jul 23

I looked at this, I can’t find where they differentiate between vaccinated and

not vaccinated. Also, that blue line in the box of injured and working really

seems to take off around start of 2021 which makes sense since the

vaccine was EUA Dec 2020. Can you be sure these aren’t vaccine injuries?

LIKE REPLY

George Chyz Jul 20

I've been wondering for a couple of years if someone would be able to find a way to collect data on

how common nonlethal adverse events have been. It seems that deaths are recorded in more ways

than injuries or illnesses. We should call Mr. Dowd, Mr. Data since he's like a Sherlock Holmes when

it comes to sniffing out data sources others haven't noticed and then he analyzes them in ways that

expose an otherwise hidden clarity. Thank you so much!

LIKE REPLY

Tom Thomas Jul 19

Have you taken the FDA Vision-Comprehension Exam? It's a very informative test!

:) https://youtu.be/2zVI3cx3wGE

LIKE REPLY

Writes Jursy Gurl Jursy’s Substack Jul 19

I’m glad you broke this down, Foxy Loxy! I call my dog that 

🦊

. Auditory and visual problems up. I’m

worried that my hearing and vision were damaged by the virus. I didn’t jab but wondering now if

this is a long haul symptom that I just chalked up to getting older. 

🧐

LIKE REPLY

Marko Loparic Jul 19

Hi, what would be the answer to the argument thar this can be caused by covid infections (rather

than the vaccine)?

LIKE REPLY (1)

Nelson Steele Jul 21

covid was billed as a respiratory illness. Not something that typically leads to blood disorders...

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

This is what everyone seems to have forgotten, the gradual rebranding over time from

respiratory illness (remember the scramble for urgently needed ventilators?) to the base

cause of the entire medical dictionary.

Even the ridiculous ‘long covid’ is widely accepted by sheeple and ‘medical experts’ alike.

Now I’ve had a chest infection hang around for a few weeks, months even in a lesser form,

but ‘long covid’, how ridiculous.

Now, as you say, it’s being blamed for clotting, embolisms, strokes, heart disorders,

cancer (because da screening stopped innit) 

🙄

 and anything else these jabs are doing to

people.

We are three years plus into this fiasco, and it’s still not even common knowledge that the
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Top New Community

20 Million Dead from the Jab, 2.2 Billion Injuries – Analyst

Estimates

Watch now (4 min) | “These numbers are beyond staggering.”

OCT 10, 2022 • THE VIGILANT FOX

The Unvaccinated Will Be Vindicated: A 100K Thank You to

the Citizen Heroes of Our Time

Watch now (8 min) | Mandates are now becoming a thing of the past, thanks to
brave freedom fighters who had the courage to say NO.

AUG 16, 2022 • THE VIGILANT FOX

‘Unavoidably Unsafe’: RFK Jr. Reveals the Untold Truth

Why Vaccines Have Liability Protections

Watch now (1 min) | After getting sued heavily for the DTP vaccine, Wyeth (now
Pfizer) went to the Reagan White House and demanded liability protections…

JUN 16 • THE VIGILANT FOX

Ready for more?

Subscribe

We are three years plus into this fiasco, and it’s still not even common knowledge that the

useless PCR tests on which the entire stage show was based, don’t work.

I’m also sick of people who still acknowledge and endlessly talk about ‘Covid’ as I’m not

convinced at all any such thing ever existed. Geert Van De Bosche is being pushed

forward with his theory that a new super deadly ‘covid strain’ will wipe out most people

this winter, because of ‘vaccine escape’, and Dr. John Campbell endlessly waffles on

about Delta and Omicron ‘variants’ even though UK’s Matt Hancock got caught

messaging his colleagues asking when they were ‘releasing the next variant’.

It was all a big show to corral people into a state where they’d accept the ‘vaccines’,

nothing more than fudged figures and some nursing home shenanigans with end of life

drugs.

LIKE REPLY

Writes James Bryson James’s Substack Jul 18

Thank you Ed Dowd. Please keep sharing with your special skills. "The medical community needs to

explain this."

LIKE REPLY

Writes Bacca400 Science News Jul 18

I analyzed some of my own data for an employer for sick time taken and doctor time recorded (full-

time employees still get paid to go to the doctor) and there was a decrease from 2018-2022. But

that could be because that employer was using more contract workers who do not get paid for sick

time or doctor time. During 2019-2022 they had a very hard time finding any employees at all. So

did many other employers in town.

LIKE REPLY

Writes Chad Brown Chad’s Unconventional Ideas New… Jul 18

Thanks Ed

LIKE REPLY

Michelle Jul 18

What does this spell for the population in the UK or US? Or for new pharmaceuticals? Will the

numbers go up or taper off?

LIKE REPLY (2)

Writes Maria Romana Maria Romana's Liberty & Logic Jul 18

He said they had been leveling off some, but had just started going up again.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1)

Just a Clinician Jul 19

And will go up in subsequent years, too. First, from cancers, and then, from

neurodegenerative diseases. There is longer latency on those.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1)

Writes Corona Studies Corona Studies Jul 20

Beyond cancers and neurodegenerative diseases there is already evidence to

suggest we will see widespread infertility as well as pregnancy/ childbirth

complications. Midwives and fertility clinics are already reporting alarming trends

post vax. Some studies suggest generation born to vaxxed mothers (those exposed

to the vax in utero) may not even even be able to reach full sexual maturity in 15- 20

years time.

In other completely unrelated news, the cultural normalisation and legal framework

for 'non-binary' gender status is being laid down with a suspicious sense of urgency.

And artificial wombs are just around the corner (apparently). The latest WPATH

guidelines for transgender 'care' now includes Eunuch as a bone fide gender identity.

And parents are also finding it hard to distinguish between the boys and girls

sections in clothing stores. It's just a jumble of pastel colours and unicorns.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1)

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

This is the most worrying thing, that mankind is already at lower than

replacement levels in most developed countries (despite what the globalist

nutcases would have you believe). Combine this fertility and cultural decline with

the rapid onset widespread sterility these jabs most likely cause and we could

see the extinction of humanity. Not something I thought I’d ever have to write in

my lifetime.

LIKE REPLY

Writes The Turtle of Tobruk TheTurtleTrain Jul 22

According to the (2017?) Deagel report, a drop in both area of around 75-80% population.

That was the stated goal back then. Germany got hit pretty bad too IIRC.

I was showing their charts and predicted population drops to everyone back in 2018/19.

Everyone just shrugged and said ‘it’s only a website’.

*Deagel were/are advisors to the US Government/ Pentagon etc.

LIKE REPLY
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